October 1-3, 2018, Main Media Center, Sochi

BUSINESS PROGRAM

Monday, 1 October

15.00 – 22.00 Participants registration
20.00 – 22.00 Welcome-reception for the Forum participants
Venue: “Olympic park” railway station

Day 1. Tuesday, 2 October

Strategies Day

8.00 – 8.30 Fitness morning PRO//Motion
8.30 – 9.30 Registration. Welcome coffee

Hall 1
9.30 – 10.00 Opening ceremony
Welcome speeches:
Evgeny Ditrich, Minister of Transport of the Russian Federation
Oleg Belozerov, CEO - Chairman of the Executive Board, JSC “Russian Railways”
Veniamin Kondratyev, Governor of the Krasnodar Region

10.00 – 11.40 Plenary session
FUTURE OF THE WORLD TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM: GLOBAL TRENDS
• International cooperation and transport corridors
• Green technologies and energy-efficiency
• Labor efficiency and future competencies

10.00 – 10.40 Keynote speakers’ presentations
Parag Khanna, Founder & Managing Partner, Future Map
Oleg Belozerov, CEO - Chairman of the Executive Board, JSC “Russian Railways”
Moderator:  
Alexander Kareevskiy, economic observer, TV Channel “Russia 24”

Speakers:  
Evgeny Ditrich, Minister of Transport of the Russian Federation  
Oleg Belozerov, CEO - Chairman of the Executive Board, JSC “Russian Railways”  
Yury Soloviev, First Deputy President - Chairman of the Board, PJSC "VTB Bank"  
Dr. Dietrich Moeller, Vice-president, Siemens  
Luc Nadal, CEO and Chairman of the Management Board, GEFCO  
Yoshihiro Shiraiwa, Chief Regional Officer, Europe, Middle East &Africa, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries  
Hyungik Cho, Vice President for Passenger Transport and Member of the Executive Board, KORAIL

11.40 – 12.20 Coffee break  
11.45 - 12.00 Official signing ceremony

12.20 – 13.40 Strategic session  
INVESTMENT STRATEGY FOR INFRASTRUCTURE AND SEARCH FOR A BALANCE INTERESTS BETWEEN MONEY AND GOODS
  • What kind of capital is needed to invest in the railways?  
  • Which tools are the most efficient?  
  • What is the competition for external capital between the railway and other transport sectors as well as in the market as a whole?  
  • What are the best investment strategies for financing railway projects? Which of them satisfy the interests of consignors to a greater extent?  
  • How to find a balance between financial investment interests and shippers?

Moderator:  
Albert Eganyan, Chairman of council, InfraOne

Speakers:  
Alexander Misharin, First Deputy CEO, JSC “Russian Railways”  
Dmitry Snesar, Head of Market industries clients work and relations department, senior Vice President, PJSC "VTB Bank”  
Edvins Berzins, Chairman of the Board, President, SJSC "Latvian Railways”  
Dmitry Kovalev, Partner, Head of the Project Finance and Infrastructure Group in the CIS, Ernst & Young  
Alexander Kalinin, Deputy Governor of the Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Area
Andrew Meaney, Partner, OXERA Consulting LLP  
Lloyd Tobias, Chief Operating Officer, Transnet Freight Rail

13.40 – 15.00 Lunch

Hall 1

15.00 – 16.30 Panel discussion

COOPERATION: JOINT EFFORTS TO MAKE FREIGHT TRAVEL CHEAPER, FASTER AND SAFER FROM POINT A TO POINT B

- Elimination of logistical restrictions during goods export
- Development of transport corridors on the "West-East" route for cargo transportation
- Reducing the time and increase in the volume of transit container traffic
- Satisfaction of demand for freight transport in the conditions of economic growth, expansion of the line of specialized railway services
- Fast dispatch of e-commerce goods in post-baggage wagons and development of transit traffic

Moderator:
Marianna Ozherelieva, TV host, RZD TV

Speakers:
Alexey Shilo, Director for commercial operations - head of Centre for corporate transport service, JSC “Russian Railways”
Alberto Grisone, Director Development Russia, CIS Countries and Middle East, Hupac Intermodal Ltd
Uwe Leuschner, Senior Vice-President Business Development Eurasia, DB Cargo AG
Alexey Grom, President, JSC “UTLC EPA”
Vaycheslav Saraev, General Director, PJSC “TransContainer”
Irina Olkhovskaya, First Deputy General Director - Commercial Director, Managing Port Company LLC
Noriyuki Kitamura, General Manager, Regional Coordination & Administration Department, Sojitz Corporation

Experts:
Vyacheslav Valentik, General Director, JSC “Russian Railways Logistics”
Igor Shilov, first Deputy Head, Belarusan railway
Thomas Kargl, Member of the Board, Rail Cargo Austria AG

Hall 2

15.00 – 16.30 Round table

NEW SPEEDS

- Rapid rail transport in Russia: achievements, goals, prospects
- Passengers and mobile projects: increasing the speed
- Reliable service: how do service requirements evolve with technology?
- How does digitalization contribute to the development of High Speed Rail?

Moderator:
Yermolai Solzhenitsyn, Senior Partner, McKinsey Moscow

Speakers:
Alexander Misharin, First Deputy CEO, JSC “Russian Railways”
Dr. Dietrich Moeller, Vice-president, Siemens
Jörg Liebscher, Director of the Siemens Mobility Department in Russia
Bernard Browns, Head of Regional Sales, Siemens Mobility GmbH
Anton Zubikhin, Deputy General Director, Ural Locomotives LLC
Pavel Chistyakov, Vice President, Infrastructure Economics Center

Experts:
Dr. Alexander Liberov, Commercial Director, Siemens
Philippe Pégorie, President, General Director, Alstom in Russia
Kirill Lipa, General Director, JSC “Transmashholding”
Alexander Zazhigalkin, Head, Center for...
Yury Surodin, Deputy Chief Engineer, Russian Railways Transport Service Centre (CFTO)
Valeria Seledkova, General Director, GEFCO Russia
Sergey Medvedev, General Director, FGP "Departmental Security of Railway Transport of the Russian Federation"

16.30 – 17.00 Coffee break

Hall 1
17.00 – 18.20 Strategic session
FUTURE MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT: WHAT WILL BE USED TO TRANSPORT GOODS?
- Prospects of railway transport development
- Rolling stock of the future: requirements imposed by the consumer to railway equipment
- Transition to digital technologies - new trends in railway transport
- Contract Life cycle repair and maintenance: pros and cons for the consumer
- Control systems aimed at improving the safety development and transportation process reliability
- JSC "Russian Railway" long-term development program objectives until 2025

Moderator:
Yury Saakyan, Director, Institute of Natural Monopolies Research (IPEM)

Speakers:
Sergey Kobzev, Deputy CEO-Chief Engineer, JSC “Russian Railways”
Kirill Lipa, General Director, JSC "Transmashholding"
Vladimir Sosipatorov, General Director, JSC "First Heavyweight Company"
Alexey Sokолов, first Deputy General Director for strategy and product, RPC "United Wagon Company"
Sergey Kaletin, President, JSC "SG-TRANS", Vice-President, NP "OPZHT, Presidium member, SORT
Vsevolod Kovshov, Director, URALCHEM-TRANS LLC, advisor to the General Director, PJSC "Uralkali"
Denis Ilatovsky, Director of logistics, JS “Siberian Coal Energy Company”

Hall 2
17.00 – 18.20 Strategic session
FUTURE PROFESSIONALS 4.0
- Russian and world HR practices: management and training
- How to create an environment for talents development within the transport industry?
- What kind of competencies should the railroader 4.0 have?
- Institute of mentoring in transport companies
- Which new specialties will the global digitalization create?
- Automation and implementation of platform solutions VS personnel of the future

Moderator:
Vladislav Butenko, Senior Partner and Managing Director, Chairman, BCG Russia

Speakers:
Dmitry Shakhanov, Deputy CEO, JSC “Russian Railways”
Andrey Sharonov, President, Moscow school of management SKOLKOVO
Natalia Shishlakova, Deputy General Director for Human Resources Management, JSC “Transmashholding”
Vadim Morozov, Scientific Director, Russian University of Transport (MIIT)
Natalia Ionova, Vice President of Human Resources, EVRAZ
Alexander Sapronov, General Director, Chairman of the Board, JSC “First Freight Company”

Experts:
Oleg Valinsky, Deputy CEO - Head of the Directorate of Traction, JSC “Russian Railways”
Victor Lesh, General Director, JSC "Sinara-Transport Machines”
Igor Rosenberg, General Director, JSC "NIIAS”
Fedor Pekhterev, General Director, JSC "IERT”

Guo Xiaoqing, Head of Training Department, China Railway Corporation
Sergey Vorobiev, Senior Partner and President, Ward Howell

20:00 Gala reception dedicated to the 15th anniversary of JSC “Russian Railways”
Day 2. Wednesday, 3 October
Discussions day

8.00 – 8.30 Fitness morning PRO//Motion
8.30 – 9.45 Business Breakfast
"USE OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES IN TRANSPORT AND MANUFACTURING"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hall 1</th>
<th>Hall 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>10.00 – 11.30 Round table</strong></td>
<td><strong>10.00 – 10.20 Opening ceremony</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| COMMON DIGITAL PLATFORM FOR RUSSIAN TRANSPORT COMPLEX | **Viktor Popov**, Chairman, Directorate of the Council for Rail Transport of the Commonwealth Member States
**Attila Kiss**, Secretary, Committee of the Organization for Cooperation of Railways (OSJD)
**Dmitry Pegov**, Director for Passenger Transportation, JSC “Russian Railways”
**Vytautas Kinderis**, Standardization & East/West Relations Coordinator, UIC |
| • Digital transit: the role of transport in shaping the digital economy
• Digitalization of transport: starting points, growth indicators, prospects
• Implementation of IT innovations in transport and logistics: relevant developments to improve the efficiency and quality of services | **10.20 – 11.30 Strategic session**
**Viktor Popov**, Chairman, Directorate of the railway transport Council of CIS Member States |

**Speakers:**
**Evgeny Tkachenko**, Deputy Director, Department of Development Programs, Head of the Department for the Development of Informatization of the Transport Complex of the Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation
**Maxim Gull**, Deputy Head of the Department, Project Office for the Digital Economy of the Russian Federation Program
**Evgeny Charkin**, IT director, JSC "Russian Railways”
**Anton Zamkov**, General Director, RT-Invest Transport Systems LLC
**Roman Gevorgkyan**, General Director, Innovative Mobility LLC

**Moderator:**
**Konstantin Polunin**, Partner-Expert, Head of expert practice on work with the public sector, BCG Russia

**Issues, Solutions, Goals**
• Target model of the passenger transportation market: myths about competition and world experience
• From rail carrier to the leader of passenger mobility: development strategy of JSC "FPC" until 2030
• European and Asian experience in the development of passenger transportation: goals, objectives, solutions
• Experience in transportation development of 1520 area during the reform

**Moderator:**
**Victor Popov**, Chairman, Directorate of the railway transport Council of CIS Member States
Sultan Abbasov, First Deputy Director General, Digital Logistics LLC  
Victor Parakhin, Deputy General Director, “ZaschitaInfoTrans”

11.30 – 12.00 Coffee break

12.00 – 13.30 Round table
TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS: TRANSPORT, CITIES, PEOPLE
• Technological solutions that will change the transport, transform the urban environment and transport consumption pattern

Moderator:
Evgeny Bogdanov, Partner and Head of Transport Practice in Russia and CIS, AT Kearney

Speakers:
Maria Rozhenko, Associate Professor, Vysokovsky Graduate School of Urbanism  
Alexey Fedoseyev, Director of the department "Customer Service Support", Siemens in Russia  
Leonid Melnikov, Associate Partner, McKinsey & Company CIS  
Sergey Alexeev, Director of New Technologies Department, JSC “High-Speed Railways”

12.00 – 13.30 Round table
CLIENT: SERVICE, TIME, COMFORT
• What tasks can be solved with the help of the High Speed Rail “Eurasia”?  
• Modern infrastructure for passenger transport: a balance between economy and social challenge

Moderator:
Vladimir Kosoy, President, Center for the Economy of Infrastructure

Speakers:
Vitaly Votolevsky, Head of the Directorate of Railway Stations, branch of JSC “Russian Railways”  
Yulia Temnikova, Deputy head for the development of customer services and work with passengers, State Unitary Enterprise "Moscow Metro”  
Alexey Belyankin, Head, Centre for corporate governance suburban Complex, JSC "Russian Railways”  
Maxim Dyakonov, General Director, “Central PPK”  
Viktoria Hurri, Executive director of the joint
venture, Oy Karelian Trains Ltd

Arman Sultanov, Chairman of the Board, Director General, JSC "Passenger Transportation"

Jakhongir Nurmukhamedov, General Director, Uzjeldorpass

13.30 – 15.00 Lunch
15.00 – 17.00 Round table
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OF TRANSPORT SERVICES

- Prospects for the creation of an integrated controlling system over the transport and goods movement (international transit transport, transport corridors, etc.)
- Implementation of IOT, Big Data technologies, artificial intelligence (AI)
- Formation of a new paradigm of technical requirements for rolling stock, its diagnostics and cybersecurity systems, introduction of unmanned technologies
- Possibilities of blockchain technology

Moderator:
Evgeny Borisov, Development Director, IIDF

Speakers:
Kirill Semion, IT Department Head, JSC "Russian Railways"
Anton Efremov, CEO, SMART TECHNOLOGIES
Artyom Kuleshov, Deputy Commercial Director, "Polymatica"
Sergey Kondakov, Head of IOT Solutions Department, I-Teco JSC
Andrey Birman, Advisor to the General Director, JSC "Glonass"
Andrey Romachikov, General Director, LLC "LocoTech-Signal"
Sergey Likharev, Vice President of Logistics, NLMK PJSC

15.00 – 17.00 Round table
RAILWAY THROUGH THE EYE OF THE PASSENGER

- Results of marketing research on 1520 area
- The role of marketing in the digital age: how to assess the needs of passengers?
- Prospects for the development of the automated control system "Express"
- Railway alliances, innovative mobility: from interspecific competition to the creation of a single route network
- The future of passenger wagon building
- Suburban transport: the role of rail transport in the structure of agglomerations

Moderator:
Alexey Kharnas, Editor in chief, Publishing house "Gudok"

Speakers:
Alexander Butyrkin, doctor of economic sciences, professor of the department "Management of transport business and intellectual systems, Russian University of Transport (MIIT)
Andrey Komissarov, Director, NC "Express", JSC "VNIIZhT"
Marina Zhegulina, Deputy General Director, Federal Passenger Company
Vadim Izotov, Vice President, Head of the Department for Development and Maintenance of Special Electronic Products, PJSC "Bank VTB"
Kirill Yankov, Chairman, Moscow Union of Passengers
Alexander Loshmanov, Commercial Director for Development of Passenger Transport, JSC “Transmashholding”
Kirill Rodin, Head of the department for work with public authorities of the Office of Social
Yury Kaskov, Chief State Sanitary Doctor for Railway Transport of the Russian Federation